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The studies are listed alphabetically by author.They are also organized by Keystone's four spiritual pursuits (the 4):
REACH, CONNCET, GROW, SERVE. Descriptions of the pursuits and which studies fall into what catagory are below.
Studies highlighted in yellow are new.
GROW – Growing in our relationship with God
Studies on worship and prayer; any Bible book study; studies on the life of Jesus; studies on growing in your faith
CONNECT – Growing closer with one another
Studies on the early church; studies on community and small group dynamics, discipleship and care, doing the “one anothers,” marriage and family
REACH – Reaching out to those who don’t yet believe
Studies on evangelism and sharing your faith; studies on apologetics (defending your faith); studies on hard questions; studies focused on new believers or those
with questions (and inviting those who have them)
SHARE – Allowing God to be fruitful through your life
Studies on spiritual gifts and the fruit of the spirit; studies on serving and missions; studies on spiritual disciplines

Alcorn, Randy

Heaven

What is heaven going to be like? What will we look like? What will
we do? We all have questions about what Heaven will be like. This
seven-session study encourages paticipants to picture Heaven the
DVD and Study
way Scripture describes it–a bright, vibrant, and physical New Earth,
Guide
free from sin, suffering, and death, and brimming with Christ's
presence, wondrous natural beauty, and the richness of human
culture as God intended it.

GROW

The Bondage Breaker

The Bible warns repeatedly that all Christians will struggle against
Satan and his spiritual forces of darkness. While the spiritual conflict
that churns within you is very real, the answers are just as tangible.
Book and Study
The Bondage Breaker reveals the whys and hows of spiritual
Guide
warfare and exposes Satan's battle for your mind. The Bondage
Breaker shares the powerful truth that will break even the most
stubborn habits or private sins.

SHARE

Arthur, Kay

Free From Bondage God's
Way

Freedom comes from knowing truth-and the One who is the Way, the
Truth, and the Life. As you study Galatians and Ephesians, you will
discover the matchless freedom that is yours in Christ Jesus, see the
DVD Led
grace of God in action, and take up the armor that every believer
needs to stand strong. It was for freedom that Christ set you free.
Don't settle for less. (13 sessions)

SHARE

Arthur, Kay

When the Hurt Runs Deep

With candor, grace and vulnerability, she invites you to join her on a
journey toward wholeness as you exchange your fears and
Hardcover Book
frustrations, sorrows and hurts for a hope that will never disappoint.

SHARE

Anderson, Neil

Bell, Rob

NOOMA series
The NOOMA series are an
excellent resource for
creatively accessing and
discussing certain Biblical
texts and concepts. Rob
Bell, the author of this
series, has recently shifted
in his theological position
and holds certain views that
are contrary to that of
Keystone. Those areas of
disagreement, however, are
not touched on in this video
series, so we are
comfortable allowing their
use for small group studies.
The content is excellent but
the creator of the content is
not a teacher we would
recommend beyond this
particular content. Thanks,
Pastor Ken

Blackaby, Henry

God is inviting you to experience Him in an intimate love relationship
through which He reveals to you His will, His ways, and His work.
Experiencing God-Knowing Through the biblical principles in this course God can teach you how DVD and
and Doing the Will of God
to know when He is speaking to you, recognize His activity around
Workbook
you, adjust your life to Him and His ways, identify what He wants to
do through you, and respond to His activity in your life. (12 sessions)

Chan, Francis

Crazy Love

Corner, Flame, Kickball, Matthew, Noise, Rhythm, Sunday, Trees.
Jesus lived with the awareness that God is doing something right
here, right now, and anybody can be a part of it. He encouraged his
listeners to search, to question, to wrestle with the implications of
what he was saying and doing. He inspired, challenged, provoked, DVD Led
comforted, and invited people to be open to God’s work in this world.
Wherever he went, whatever he did, Jesus started discussions about
what matters most. God is always inviting us to open our world from
a perspective of Jesus.

God is calling you to a passionate love relationship with Himself.
Because the answer to religious complacency isn't working harder at
Book and DVD
a list of do's and don'ts-it's falling in love with God. And once you
encounter his love, you will never be the same.

GROW

GROW

GROW

Chan, Francis

Chandler, Lauren

Chapman, Gary

Cloud & Townsend

Cymbala, Jim

Forgotten God

Chan reminds us of the true source of the church's power: the Holy
Spirit. Offering a compelling invitation to understand, embrace, and
follow the Holy Spirit's direction in our lives, Forgotten God helps us
move beyond our habits of neglect and pursue a life defined by the
Spirit of God.

Steadfast Love - A Study of
Psalm 107

Psalm 107 is a call to worship. It reminds us that each season of life
is an opportunity to reveal the anchor of our souls. In this 7-session
Bible study, learn to face both storms and deserts with courage and DVD and Study
trust in Jesus, and discover how tests in our journeys of faith reveal Guide
the true condition of our hearts. For there is no fear for the one who
fears the Lord, the one whose soul is anchored in His steadfast love.

The 5 Love Languages

Dr. Gary Chapman's international bestseller has brought back or
intensified the love in millions of marriages by revealing the five
distinct languages we all use to express love. Couples who
understand each other's love language know how to effectively and
consistantly make each other feel truly and deeply loved.

Boundaries In Marriage

Only when a husband and wife know and respect each other's
needs, choices, and freedom can they give themselves freely and
lovingly to one another. Boundaries in Marriage gives the couples in DVD and Study
your group the tools they need. By applying the powerful biblical and Guide
relational principles presented in this DVD, couples can make a
good marriage better and even save one that's headed for disaster.

CONNECT

When God's People Pray

Prayer can change our lives and circumstances like nothing else
can. What are the keys to unlocking its power, that turn prayer from a
mere activity into a vital link with God and all his resources? Pastor
Jim Cymbala shows you and your small group truths about prayer
DVD and Guide
that God has used to turn his own church from a tiny, struggling innercity congregation into a vital, thriving community of believers who
pray with passion, focus, and faith. (6 sessions)

GROW

Workbook and
DVD

Book

GROW

GROW

CONNECT

Cymbala, Jim

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

When God's Spirit Moves

You will learn how to make room for the Spirit's action in your life
and in your church. How God wants to work through your gifts and
talents to enable you to do what only he can do. How to listen for the
voice of the Spirit in prayer and how to apply God's Word to your life.
How the Spirit can bring healing to your body, your emotions, and
DVD-Led
your relationships. How a life lived in the presence of the Spirit can
transgorm the church and the world. And how your church can
bcome a place where people regularly experience God's presence
and this power. (6 sessions)

GROW

Fruit of the Spirit

What is God's purpose for me? How can I increase the yield of love,
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness,
DVD and Study
and self-control in my life? How can I become more like Jesus to
Guide
those around me? Deepening Life Together, Fruit of the Spirit helps
answer these questions. (6 sessions)

GROW

James

Wisdom is the understanding that enable a peron to face trials, an
attitude that determines how we live. Filled with practical wisdom
and written in to-the-point proverbial style, James has been often
called the "Proverbs" of the New Testament. Senior Pastor Tim
Theule shares 6 sessions from book of James: 1. Faith the works 2.
Wisdom through trials 3. Wisdom in Service 4. Wisdom in
Conversation 5. Gospel Living and Humility 6. Living the Gospel
Together

DVD and Study
Guide

GROW

Ephesians

Paul's purpose for witing the book of Ephesians was to provide the
churches in Asia Minor a concise summary of God's plan of salvation
and to encourage Jews and Gentiles to unity in the faith. The central
theme is the divine purpose and plan of God in bringing redemption
to his people and the practical outworking of that purpose in the life DVD and Study
of the believer. In this 6 session study, Mike Meeks uses humor to
Guide
explain how we are adopted, accepted, empowered and
transformed from the insie out. Pastor Mike's amusing anecdotes
from his lift illustrate principals about spiritual warfare and the
practical application of God's plan and principles in our lives.

GROW

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

John

John's account of Jesus' life and ministry differs in substance and
style from the other Gospels. His unique perspective challenges us
to reexamine our beliefs about the Lord. Why did Jesus perform
DVD and Study
miracles, and what did they mean? How might our traditions hinder
Guide
a true understanding of who Jesus really is? How can we follow
Christ's example of selfless love in our families, churches, and
communities. (8 sessions)

GROW

Parables

Jesus used parables both to reveal and conceal truth. What made
these stories such powerful teaching tools? Why would he want to
DVD and Study
hide their meaning from anyone? How are these well-known stories
Guide
supposed to impact our lives today? This study will help answer
these questions and more. (4 sessions)

GROW

Paul

The apostle Paul did more than any other person in the ancient
world to assure that Christianity became a cross-cultural movement
rather than an obscure Jewish sect. His writings make up much of
DVD and Study
the New Testament. But how did Jesus take a young hotgead who
Guide
persecuted Christians and turn him into the first evangelist to the
Gentiles? What can we learn from the way Paul responded to God's
call. (4 Sessions)

GROW

Promises of God

The most important promise God ever made was that he would
resotre the broken relationship between himself and those who bear
his image. What happened in the garden and what were the long
DVD, book, and
term effects on God's creation? How does God's sweeping plan of Study Guide
redemption affect our lives? This study answers these questions and
many more. (8 sessions)

GROW

Psalms

Psalms concentrates on the authors of these poems and hymns and
how they used them to express their feelings toward God. Each of
DVD and Study
the four sessions guides you through the Scriptures, cultivating a
Guide
dynamic group discussion and helping you grow in a deeper
relationship with God and others. (4 sessions)

GROW

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

Deepening Life
Together

DeJesus, Wilfredo

Edelman, Kathleen

Revelation

If you could use only one word to describe the book of Revelation;
what would you choose? Scary? Weird? What about hopeful? It
may seem odd, but John's revelation was supposed to bring hope to
Christians living in the dark times of Roman persecution. So what
DVD and Study
are John's strange visions really all about? And what do they have Guide
to do with modern-day believers? What should we expect when
Jesus returns? And wat does God promise to those who
preservere? (8 sessions)

GROW

Romans

Paul boldy told believers, "Do not conform any longer to the pattern
of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind." But
how does that work on the day-to-day level? What does the
DVD and Study
Christian life look like when it is lived out both individually and in
Guide
communities of faith? How can we be in the world but not of the
world? (7 Sessions)

GROW

Ruth

Ruth has ever been an example of loyalty and steadfast faith. But
more than that, she was a woman of action. What can we learn from DVD and Study
her courageous example? How can we develop Ruth-like faith in
Guide
our own lives, especially during times of trouble. (4 sessions)

GROW

In The Gap

Are you—or someone you care about—facing serious difficulties in
your mrariage, with your kids, at work, or in any situation that sems
hopeless? These gaps don't have to be as hopeless as they appear.
Discover how courageious people in the Bible recognized
DVD and Study
desperate needs and trusted God to use them to make a difference. Guide
Through teachings and inspirational testimonies, your heart will be
transformed as God give you the courage to step into the gaps
around you. (6 sessions)

GROW

If you've ever said the wrong thing or said the right thing the wrong
way you know how quickly your mouth can make a big mess. But it
doesn t have to be that way. This 6-session video study explores
I Said This, You Heard That how your wiring affects what you say, how you listen, and how
others hear you. After taking the 40-question assessment, you'll
learn a simple framework that will instantly improve your
communication. And you'll see how advice from the apostle Paul
thousands of years ago may have held the secret all along.

DVD and Study
Guide

CONNECT

Egli, Jim

Ehman, Karen

Eldredge, John

Eldredge, Stasi

Reaching Outward: Helping
your group members bring
Christ into everyday
relationships

Each week, your group members will learn something new about the
relational nature of evangelism and how God uses ordinary people
in powerful ways. Your members will pray more, plan together, and
Book
share transparently about deep personal issues that prevent them
from sharing the Good News of Jesus Christ to a lost and hurting
world. (6 sessions)

REACH

Keep It Shut

In this six-session study, Karen Ehman, a woman who readily admits
that her mouth has gotten her into loads of trouble, shares the hows
(and how-not-tos) of dealing with the tongue. Far more than a "how
DVD and Study
not to gossip" study, this video-based small group Bible study
Guide
challenges women to dig deep into what the Bible says about the
ways we use our words—both in person and online—and when we
should just keep our lips zipped.

SHARE

Wild at Heart

Dare to be the man God created you to be! In eight provocative
lessons on authentic masculinity, John Eldredge challenges you to
Book, DVD and
abandon passivity and actively pursue your God-given dreams.
Study Guide
Encouragement for men to walk the road least taken---and important
insights for the women who love them! (8 Sessions)

GROW

Captivating Heart to Heart

What Wild at Heart did for men, Captivating will do for women. By
revealing the core desires every woman shares- to be romanced, to
play an irreplaceable role in a grand adventure, and to unveil beauty- DVD and Study
John and Stasi Eldredge invite women to recover their feminine
Guide
hearts, created in the image of an intimate and passionate God. 10
Sessions

GROW

Eggerichs, Emmerson

Love and Respect

The Love & Respect Conference is based on over three decades of
scientific and biblical research and by combining the DVDs and this
workbook you will have a wonderful resource to immediately help
your marriage and/or add to your personal or counseling library. By
discovering the "relationship secret hidden in plain site," Dr.
Emerson Eggerichs will show you how to handle conflict with your
DVD, Discussion
spouse, The Crazy Cycle, positively motivate and energize your
book and
spouse, the Energizing Cycle, and find ways to deal with situations
workbook
like your spouse is not responding to your efforts or you are
wondering if the marriage is worth it, The Rewarded Cycle. The Love
& Respect message Conference and materials are created by
internationally known public speaker and award-winning author, Dr.
Emerson Eggerichs, who alongside his wife Sarah is impacting
marriages all over the world. (14 weeks)

Feldhahn, Shaunti and
Jeff

For Couples Only

Three different video studies -one for women, one for men and one
for couples- each deliver practical tips and surprising insights for
both singles and married couples. Each study is six sessions.

DVD and Study
Guide

CONNECT

Feldhahn, Shaunti and
Jeff

For Men Only

Three different video studies -one for women, one for men and one
for couples- each deliver practical tips and surprising insights for
both singles and married couples. Each study is six sessions.

DVD and Study
Guide

CONNECT

Feldhahn, Shaunti and
Jeff

For Women Only

Three different video studies -one for women, one for men and one
for couples- each deliver practical tips and surprising insights for
both singles and married couples. Each study is six sessions.

DVD and Study
Guide

CONNECT

Alive

In Alive! you will look through the microscope to explore the
complexities of God has intricately created withiin, and look to the
DVD
Cross to discover the life that He offers for our souls...a spiritual birth
that far surpasses everything else in this world.

GROW

Goliath Must Fall

In Goliath Must Fall, Pastor Louie Giglio examines the story of David
and Goliath to reveal how we must slay the giants of fear, rejection,
complacency, anxiety, anger, and addiction in our lives. In this sixDVD and Study
session video study, he shows how the key to living free from our
Guide
giants is not better slingshot accuracy, but keeping our eyes on the
one and only giant-slayer: Jesus. Put your hope in him, and watch
Goliath fall.

GROW

Giglio, Louie

Giglio, Louie

CONNECT

relat(able)

From the time we are born, relationships shape who we are and how
we engage with the world around us. We develop a view of God and
others that impacts how we relate to our family and friends. All of us
desire more meaningful relationships, but where do we start? In this DVD and Study
study, Louie Giglio explores what makes us relatable. Because God Guide
has gone to extraordinary lengths to relate to us, we can build
incredible relationships with one another and even see restoration
in broken relationships that seem impossible to repair. (6 sessions)

Goff, Bob

Everybody, Always

What would happen if we stopped worrying about a challenging
world filled with difficult people, and instead decided to love
everybody? In this five-session study, bestselling author Bob Goff
shares simple and practical steps to love everybody, always, the
way Jesus did - including the "creepy people" who are difficult to
love.

Gungor, Mark

Thanks to the hilarious, practical, and no-holds-barred advice from
Mark Gungor, the dynamics of marriages are changing all over North
America. Mark explores the underlying dynamics of male/female
Laugh Your Way to a Better
relationships, combining striking clarity and practical solutions to
DVD
Marriage
common relationship woes. This resource contains Mark Gungor's
entire weekend marriage seminar as well as extra bonus material. (6
sessions)

Giglio, Louie

DVD and Study
Guide

CONNECT

REACH

CONNECT

Harper, Lisa

Hebrews: The Nearness of
King Jesus

The Book of Hebrews highlights two constrasting realities. Jesus is
supreme yet approachable. This 7-session study gets to the heart of
DVD and Study
the matter: Jesus is an up-close Redeemer. This study will help you
Guide
engage and treasure the Book of Hebrews as you draw near to the
approachable Savior

GROW

Harper, Lisa

Even on your worst day, God won't leave you. Know God's
unchanging love in a new way through the Book of Malachi with Lisa
Harper's first LifeWay Women 8-session, video-driven Bible study.
Malachi - A Love That Never No matter how many times we mess up, God loves His broken
DVD and Study
Lets Go
people.
Guide
Women taking this Bible study will gain a fresh perspective on the
Book of Malachi. It's more than a book in the Bible about tithing. Lisa
brings the Scripture to life through dynamic storytelling. (8 sessions)

GROW

Bad Girls of the Bible

Ten of the Bible's best-known femmes fatales parade across the
pages of Bad Girls of the Bible with situations that sound oh-sofamiliar. Liz brings to life ancient stories and unforgettably reveals
how timeless truths of the Bible apply to today's woman.

Higgs, Liz Curtis

Slightly Bad Girls of the
Bible

Slightly Bad Girls of the Bible is the latest of Liz Curtis Higgs'
"girlfriend theology" Bible study. Combining contemporary fiction
with a verse-by-verse commentary, she explores the "slightly bad"
lives of a few Old Testament women. Far from evil, yet slightly bad,
DVD, book, and
these women from the book of Genesis stubbed their toes along the
workbook
rocky path of righteousness. Sound familiar? These ancient sisters
aren't a whole lot different from us. Laced with humor and built on
solid research, this book will bring you to the realization that God
loves you just the way you are. Flaws and all!

Higgs, Liz Curtis

Meet shady ladies from Scripture and discover the godly lessons
they can teach us! In this updated edition of her bestseller, Higgs
introduces you to eight flawed females---including Jael, Tamar,
Really Bad Girls of the Bible
Bathsheba, and the adultress---whose stories reveal that no matter
how far we fall, God's grace, compassion, and love can redeem our
mistakes.

Higgs, Liz Curtis

Higgs, Liz Curtis

Hodge Jr., Charles B.

Hybels, Bill

DVD and Book

GROW

GROW

DVD, book, and
workbook

GROW

The Girl's Still Got It

Liz Curtis Higgs takes a high-spirited walk through the book of Ruth,
bringing to life this beloved rags-to-redemption story revealing God's Book and video
steadfast lvoe and his trustworthy plan for our lives.

GROW

The Agony & Glory of the
Cross

This book is about the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
How are we to understand the magnitude of Jesus' dying on a cross
for us so that we might be forgiven of our sins and go to heaven?
Book
What should our response be to that gift? A book that provokes deep
thoughts about life and eternity.

GROW

Becoming A Contagious
Christian

People matter to God. That foundational truth is why Bill Hybels
planted a church where people can hear a clear, contemporary
presentation of the gospel, relate to others who have decided to
follow Jesus and respond to the life-changing good news of the
gospel. In Becoming a Contagious Christian you will discover why
we are called to be Contagious Christians , how authenticity,
compassion and sacrifice help us relate to seekers and how to
clearly share the gospel with those you love. (6 sessions)

DVD and Study
Guide

REACH

Hybels, Bill

Hybels, Bill

Hybels, Bill

Idleman, Kyle

Ingram, Chip

The Power of A Whisper

In this powerful study you will learn how to discern the "voice" of God
from the other voices that vie for your attention, how to invite his
DVD and Study
input into your daily routine, how to "practice" his presence and how
Guide
to allow heaven-sent input to direct your life toward making a
kingdom-oriented difference in this world

GROW

Too Busy NOT To Pray

In this four-session Bible study, pastor Bill Hybels conveys one
powerful idea: You can become a person of prayer. Even in the
midst of our hectic, overscheduled and overwhelmed lives, you can
DVD and Study
be someone who talks to and listens to God. You don't have to get
Guide
older or richer or wiser. You don't have to be better or be stronger or
be anything, anyone, other than who you are right now, today. To be
a person of prayer, all you have to do is decide.

GROW

Simplify

Are you everscheduled? Exhausted? Overwhelmed? In this fourweek study, Bill Hybels shares his own story of the wake-up call that
changed everything–and the steps he took to simplify his life before
DVD and Study
it was too late. You'll discover how to stop living at a frenetic pace
Guide
and begin charting a new course toward satisfaction, purpose, and
significance. Join Bill to discover the power of simplicity in your
schedule, work, finances, relationships, and soul.

SHARE

not a fan.

20 times in the NT, Jesus issued a compelling and challenging
invitation to Follow Him. He's not interested in mere fans. He
doesn't want enthusiastic admirers. He wants Completely
Committed Followers. Based on the engaging approach of Kyle
Idleman, this one of a kind group study examines what it means to
deny one's self and truly follow Jesus.

SHARE

Balancing Life's Demands

Are you busy, tired, stressed out, and stretched to the limit? Does life
seem out of control? Are you running long on "to dos" and short on
time? If so, this series is for you. You'll learn how to put "first things
DVD and Study
first" and find peace in the midst of pressure and adversity. No
Guide
cliche's or quick fixes, just practical biblical insight to help you order
you personal world. (5 sessions)

DVD, Leader
Guide and
Journal

CONNECT

House or Home? God's
Blueprint for a Great
Marriage

In this straight-shooting series Chip Ingram challenges the status
quo and gives clear, compelling help for couples that long for unity
and fulfillment in their marriage. It's time to go back to God's blueprint DVD and Study
for building marriages that love and last a lifetime. House or Home-- Guide
Marriage Edition thoroughly explores God's design for marriage and
the roles of husband and wife. (10 sessions)

CONNECT

Ingram, Chip

Marriage: Built to Last

We all want a healthy, loving marriage, but there are so many real
issues that can stand in the way. In these 6 sessions 24 couples
share real-life stories about their honest questions and struggles as
they seek to build a marriage that will last a lifetime.

CONNECT

Ingram, Ortberg,
Hampton

Surrendering Your Life for
God's Pleasure

These 6 sessions will help you experience the transforming power of
a surrendered life. As you learn to worship Christ throughout your
DVD and Guide
daily life, you will come to trust him with the experiences of your past,
the precious things of your present, and your hopes for the future.

SHARE

Jeffery, Neal

The Man I Want to Be

In their youth, most men dream of being a star college quarterback
or playing in the NFL. Neal Jeffrey lived that dream; he was the man
that others want to be. Neal has made his life truly count, however,
as the associate pastor Prestonwood Baptist Church (Dallas), where DVD and
he has served for more than two decades.
Workbook
Follow this popular Bible teacher as he explores the importance of
being: A man who believes, a man who is brave, a man who
behaves, and more. (6 sessions)

GROW

Keller, Timothy

Gospel in Life: Grace
Changes Everything

This is an intesive eight-session course on the gospel and how it is
lived out in all of life-first in your heart, then in your community, and
then out into the world. (8 sessions)

REACH

Ingram, Chip

DVD-Led

DVD Led

Courageous Living Bible
Kendrick, Kendrick, Catt
Study

A dynamic four-week small group Bible Study based on the bold
fatherhood and family principals featured in the the film Courageous. DVD, book, and
Discover how to lead your family in the areas of: responsibility,
Study Guide
priorities, legacy and faith. (4 sessions)

CONNECT

Kendrick, Stephen and
Alex

A dynamic four-week small group Bible Study based on the bold
fatherhood and family principals featured in the the film Courageous. DVD and Study
Discover how to lead your family in the areas of: responsibility,
Guide
priorities, legacy and faith. (4 sessions)

CONNECT

Fireproof Your Marriage

The Love Dare

The Love Dare is a one-year devotional designed to challenge
husbands and wives to understand and practice unconditional love.
Book
Whether you marriage is hanging by a thread or healthy and strong,
this is a powerful journey you need to experience.

The Battle Plan for Prayer

Are you ready to take your prayer life to the next level? Do you want
to experience the joy of ansered prayer on a regular basis? This
DVD and Study
eight-week Bible study is designed o help believers become more
Guide
devoted to prayer and to faithfully and effectively wied the weapon of
prayer in the battles and seasons of life.

GROW

Kendrick, Stephen and
Alex

War Room Bible Study

This 5-week Bible study is based on the feature film War Room and
features inspiring clips from the movie and challenging scriptural
lessons adapted from the film. Through this Bible study, believers
will be called to evaluate their spiritual life and growth, to uncover
their true character, to trust in the grace of God, to declare victory
over their true Enemy, and to find their identity in their savior. This
study will serve as a reminder that prayer really is a powerful
weapon.

DVD and Study
Guide

GROW

King, Blackaby

Most Bible studies help people; this one changes them forever. For
more than 15 years, God has used Experiencing God in His work,
Experiencing God-Knowing
showing believers how to know Him intimately while encouraging
and Doing the Will of God
them to step out in faith and join Him in His work--with miraculous
results. (13 sessions)

DVD-Led

SHARE

Kendrick, Stephen and
Alex

Kendrick, Stephen and
Alex

Life Change Series

Life Change Series

CONNECT

Book of Acts

From tiny beginnings among Jesus' followers, the Church exploded
into a worldwide force in just a few years. How? Jesus left His
followers with a mission, and the Spirit of God moved mightily
through them to fulfill it. Luke's account of how the gospel was
carried from Jerusalem to Rome–despite every conceivable
obstacle–challenges us to know and live out our mission in the
world. (20 sessions)

Study Guide

GROW

Book of Romans

Paul unfolds God's way to righteousness-how we can be reconciled
to God and transformed into the people He means us to be. Sin,
Study Guide
salvation, grace, death and resurrection-no other biblical book
illumines so many classic, life-changing truths. (20 sessions)

GROW

Lotz, Anne Graham

Are you seeking your life's purpose? What's most important to you?
Family, career, talent, possessions? Ann shares from her journey
The Magnificent Obsession
DVD-Led
and draws inspiration from the life of Abraham,credited as "friend of
God," yet struggled as we all do. (7 sessions)

SHARE

Lucado, Max

Before Amen

In this four-session video-based study, best-selling author Max
Lucado reveals his struggles with prayer and how he discovered
that it is not a privilege for the pious or the art of a chosen few, but a
DVD and Study
simple tool everyone has been given to have a conversation with
Guide
God. He show you how to let go of uncertainties about prayer, trust
that God hears you, and embrace a prayer life that brings peace and
rest. (four sessions)

GROW

MacDonald, James

Rediscover the wonder of God's holiness, awesomeness,
sovereignty, and other attributes that draw forth worship and result in
Gripped By the Greatness of
DVD and Study
changed lives gripped by God's greatness! This book will spur new
God
Guide
and seasoned believers to detest apathy and mediocrity in their
spiritual walks.

GROW

MacDonald, James

More than you or I would ever like to admit, we are where we are in
life because of the choices we've made. Every step forward has
been because of a good choice and every step backward hs been
10 Choices: A Proven Plan because of a bad choice. If you’ve felt the weight of making bad
DVD and
to Change Your Life Forever decisions, if you long to make better choices that bring blessing and Workbook
hope to you and those you love, then join for this highly practical,
impactful series that will prompt you to make 10 simple choices all
directly from God's Word.

SHARE

MacDonald, James

MacDonald, James

Downpour

Downpour is a call for personal revival. MacDonald writes with the
desire to witness an absolute soaking of God's spirit on the church in
North America. He is grieved by statistics showing little or no
DVD-Led
difference between the lifestyles of professing Christians and their
non-believing neighbors, and he counters that with a five-point
outline that charts the pathway to personal revival. (12 sessions)

SHARE

Lord, Change My Attitude

What does God think about attitudes? This study uses examples
from the Israelites' journey out of Egypt to how attitudes can affect
whether someone stays in the wilderness or enjoys the blessings of DVD-Led
the Promise Land. There is hope for the attitudinaly challenged. (11
sessions)

SHARE

MacDonald, James

MacDonald, James

MacDonald, James

Mack, Michael

Have the Funeral

Failure to forgive eats away at us like a cancer. In the world today so
many of us live paralyzed by ou unforgiveness. This cut-to-the-heart
DVD and Study
small-group experience challenges you to bury the past once and
Guide
for all and find the path to a life of forgiveness and freedom. (6
sessions)

SHARE

I Really Want to
Change...So Help Me GOD

Are you truly serious about allowing the power of God to transform
your life? If you are, then prepare yourself for an incredible, lifechanging experience. Change is difficult, but it's made even harder
without practical guidance on how to do it. You will find that
DVD-Book and
guidance in Lord, Change Me. James MacDonald is serious about Study guide
the business of change according to God's Word. While many tell us
that we should change and be more like Christ, MacDonald actually
teaches us how to do it.

SHARE

When Life is Hard

This 6 session study is anchored in the spiritual truth that God
disciplines all of His children, using trials to train us for our good and
for His purposes. The author brings clarity to what trials are, how
they differ from the consequences of sin, and why God allows trials
DVD,Book
in believers' lives. Participants in the study will discover principles
for responding to trials in a way that submits to God's work in their
lives and seeks to glorify Him. They will learn how to tap into the
spiritual resources God provides to help them face their trials.

SHARE

Moving Forward

This book is designed to help the members of your group; discover
the truths about spiritual growth. Learn the powerful practices that
drive spritual growth. Develop a desire to be transformed into the
likeness of Christ and bear fruit. And embrace the opportunity to
lead a group of their own one day soon. (6 sessions)

Study Guide

CONNECT

McDowell, Josh

McManus, Erwin

Meyer, Joyce

Miller, Donald

More Than A Carpenter

The inspirational classic, More than a Carpenter, is now updated for
a new generation of seekers with a fresh look, revised material, and
a new chapter that addresses questions commonly raised today.
Former skeptic Josh McDowell is now joined by his son Sean as
they examine the evidence about Jesus. Is he really the Lord he
claimed to be? How can we know for sure? More than a Carpenter Book
offers arguments for faith from a skeptic turned believer. Since its
original publication in 1977, this modern classic has sold over 15
million copies, been translated into dozens of languages, and
introduced countless people to the real Jesus. Now with new content
that addresses questions raised by today’s popular atheist writers.

REACH

Chasing Daylight

McManus uses the biblical account of Israel's war with the Philistines
and the characters of Johathan and Saul to demonstrate the
difference between living a life of purpose and adventure, and living
one of apathy and missed opportunity. Through this story, McManus
artfully illustrates the 8 characteristics of an adventure's heart, what DVD/Book
he calls the "Jonathan factor." This 4 DVD set uses examples from
his own life along with fresh biblical teaching to assert that God
crafts divine moments specific to each of us-priceless opportunities
for us to actively engage in God's big picture plan. (9 sessions)

SHARE

Battlefield of the Mind

Joyce uncovers the tactics of the soul's enemy and gives a clear cut
plan to triump in the fight for the mind. Joyce will teach you how to
DVD
renew your mind through the Word and stand victoriously at battle's
end.

SHARE

Blue Like Jazz

This book is a fresh, original perspective on life, love and
redemption. For anyone wondering if the Christian faith is still
relevant in a post-modern culture. For anyone thirsting for a genuine Book
encounter with a God who is real, For anyone yearning for a
renewed sense of passion in life.

GROW

All Things New

The city of Corinth was like our cities—full of people and full of
problems. In the middle of this bustling metropolis, an early church
was struggling to make a difference. Paul challenged the church to
share the message of reconciliation—the gospel—despite hardship,
pain, and struggle. He encouraged the new believers, reminding
DVD and Study
them the gospel was meant to thrive in circumstances such as these. Guide
Over 8 sessions, Kelly Minter will lead you through 2 Corinthians to
discover how Paul's encouragement to the believers in Corinth
challenges the church today. In the way we live, we must bodly
declare: He makes all things new. (8 sessions)

GROW

A Beautiful Mind

Beth Moore covers how the enemy is out to steal, kill and destroy us
with fear. When you walk in the spirit of fear, it is the root of rejection,
insecurity and jealousy. Beth charges us to quit believing the
DVD Led
enemy's lie that you are losing your mind and shares her personal
story of learning this important life-changing lesson. (5 sessions)

SHARE

Believing God

Originating from a concept introduced in Isaiah 43:10, Believing God
examines what it means to believe God rather than only believe in
Him. Participants study the lives of Abraham and others from
DVD-Led
Hebbrews 11 as examples of people who believe God. This study
paralels a personal journey Beth took coming to understand what it
means to believe God. (10 sessions).

GROW

Beloved Disciple-The Life
and Ministry of John

John's legacy was love. Perhaps like no other disciple, John
understood that relationship is the point. Every command of Christ
and call to obedience is to enhance relationship and place the
recipient in a posture the Giver can bless. This study is about finding DVD-Led
our way to the heart of Jesus and reclining so closely that our pulse
begins to throb in tandem, loving what He loves and hating what he
hates. (10 sessions).

GROW

Moore, Beth

Breaking Free

This study leads you throughScriptures to discover the transforming
power of freedom in Jesus Christ. Themes for this study come from
Isaiah, a book aobut the captivity of God's children, the faithfulness
of God, and the road to freedom. (10 sessions)

DVD-Led

SHARE

Moore, Beth

Breath - The Life of God in
Us

Reflecting on the Person, the Work and the Power of the Holy Spirit

DVD and Lecture
Study

GROW

Minter, Kelly

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Children of the Day

The New Testament believers carried the Spirit of God as they
walked along the shores of Thessalonica, just as you carry that light
DVD-Led
today. Shine brightly as you study 1 & 2 Thessalonians with Beth
Moore in this 9 session study.

GROW

Moore, Beth

Daniel

Join Beth in a faith-building study of prophecy and learn how to live
with integrity in today's self-absorbed society. The prophet Daniel
faced unbelievable pressures to compromise his faith, to live in a
DVD-Led
hostile culture, and to confront temptations and threats. Today,
believers in Jesus Christ face many of the same trials. (12 sessions)

GROW

Moore, Beth

This is an updated version from the 1996 A Heart Like His. This
David-Seeking a Heart Like edition features brand new video and a revised member book for 10
DVD-Led
His
weeks of personal, daily assignments and 11 weekly group
sessions.

GROW

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Entrusted - A Study of 2
Timothy

Final words can be compelling. In Paul's final letter, he charged
Timothy, his beloved son in the faith, to not be ashamed to fufill
God's call on his life. In this 6-session Bible study, Beth Moore will
DVD and Study
challenge you to do the same. God is calling you to be His mighty
Guide
servant, willing to face whatever difficulty you encounter as you carry
out His mission. (6 sessions)

GROW

Esther-It's Tough Being a
Woman

This study examines the Old Testament story of Esther as she peels
back the layers of history and shows ow very contemporaty and
applicable the story is to our lives today. If you have ever felt
inadequate, threatened, or pushed into situations that seemed
DVD-Led
overpowering, this is the Bible Study for you. Just as it was tough
being a woman in Esther's day, it is tough today. This portion of
God's Word contains treasures to aid us in our hurried, harried, and
presured lives. (9 sessions)

GROW

Here and Now...There and
Then

This is a lecture series on the book of Revelation. Beth presents
many points of view, allowing women to decide for themselves when
the interpretation varies among scholars. She teaches that God is
as specific about what He does reveal as He is about what He does DVD-Led
not reveal. Each of these 11 sessions is approximately 1 hour and
15 minutes. The set includes 11 DVD and 1 listening guide with
light homework.

GROW

The Inheritance

This is a topical study of Inheritance throughout God's Word. Key
verse: Psalm 16:5-6 "The lines have fallen for me in pleasant places;
indeed, I have a beautiful inheritance." Beth asks the question,
DVD-Led
"What would happen if we really took hold of our inheritance?" Beth
says, "you are an heiress!" You are a joint-heir with Jesus Christ if
you are a Christian. What does that mean? (9 sessions)

GROW

James: Mercy Triumphs

James, Jesus' own brother, started out as a skeptic. See how one
glimpse of the resurrected Savior turned an ubeliever into a disciple.
Bible scholars compare James to the prophet Amos. In other ways,
James more closely resembles the Book of Proverbs than any other
DVD-Led
New Testament book. Topics in this study include: joy, hardship,
faith, reversal of fortunes for rich and poor, wisdom, gifts from above,
single-mindedness, the dangers of the tongue, humility, and prayer.
(8 sessions)

GROW

Jesus-The One and Only

Come along with Beth Moore on a life-changing journey which will
lead you through the hill of Galilee with the Teacher, across the lake
with the Master, and finally, on the road toward the cross with the
DVD-Led
Savior. Get to know Jesus intimately...as though you had walked
with Him during His days of earthly ministry. (10 sessions)

GROW

Moore, Beth

Living Beyond Yourself

Join Beth in a study of the fruit of the Holy Spirit as presented in the
book of Galatians. Beth walks participants through each trait listed
in the fruit and encourages women to know the freedom of a Spiritfilled life. (10 sessions)

DVD-Led

GROW

Moore, Beth

Explore concepts such as blessing, covenant, and promise, and the
bearing each has on a New Testament believer's life today.
The PatriarchsParticipants will plunge into the heart of Genesis, to God's
Encountering the God of
DVD-Led
remarkable pursuit of relationship and to the unfolding of His earthly
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
plan; that through one nation-and ultimately, one man-all people on
earth will be blessed. (10 sessions)

GROW

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Stepping Up

This is a women's Bible Study of Psalms 120-134. Traveling
pilgrims sangs these songs both on the way to the great festivals of
the Lord and as key elements of the worship at those festivals. Just
as a song or poem can express feeling of fear, doubt, hope and joy, DVD-Led
these 15 Psalms model how we can voice our own petitions and
praises to our God, who is always available and ready to hear us. (7
sessions)

Moore, Beth

To Live Is Christ- The Life
and Ministry of Paul

Beth provides a personal study experience on the life and ministry of
Paul, the Apostle to the Gentiles. Paul served faithfully, loved
DVD-Led
heartily, and demonstrated what it means to die daily, crucified with
Jesus Christ. (10 sessions)

GROW

Moore, Beth

Fulfill Your Ministry! In the
Wild of Community

We cannot do ministry without community. A study based on 2
Timothy 4. 3 Sessions

DVD and Study
Guide

SHARE

The Quest

Over and over we see the people of God asking questions of their
Creator. We also see the God of the universe asking questions of
His creation. The Quest is a challenge to accept the invitation to
vulnerability and intimacy. In this six-session excursion with Jesus,
Beth Moore uses questions from Scripture ot lead you into intimacy
with the One who konws you best. Learn to dig into the Word, to
respond to he questions of God, and to bring your quetions before
Him.

DVD and Study
Guide

GROW

So Long Insecurity

Beth wants you to be honest here! Insecurity makes us miserable. It
cripples us. It makes fools of us. It makes us feel worthless.
Insecurity has been a bad friend to us. This bottom line is that it is
Book
self-sabotage. Insecurity is curable! Join Beth on a quest for real,
lasting, soul-deep security.

Moore, Beth

A Woman's Heart

Discover the parallels of the Tabernacles building and your life as a
chosen vessel of God. Taken primarily from the Book of Exodus, A
Woman's Heart: will take you on a fascinating journey into why God DVD-Led
would choose to live in a wilderness tabernacle, made by human
hands. (10 sessions)

CONNECT

Myers, Joseph

The Search to Belong

This is a practical guide for pastors and church leaders-in fact, all
leaders who struggle with building a community in a culture that
values belonging over believing.

CONNECT

Moore, Beth

Moore, Beth

Book

GROW

SHARE

All The Places To Go, How
Will You Know

In this study, John Ortberg opens our eyes to the countless open
doors, God places before us every day, teaches us how to recognize DVD and Study
them, and encourages us to step out in faith and embrace all the
Guide
extraordinary opportunities that await.

SHARE

Ortberg, John

Eternity Is Now In Session

As believers, we're waiting for eternal life. But what is it? In his 5session DVD Study, Eternity Is Now in Session, John Ortberg dispels
the myth that it's something we experience when we die. He shows DVD and Study
why it can be defined as "knowing God" in the here and now.
Guide
Discover how to be open to God's presence, favor, and resurrection
power in every moment of your life!

GROW

Ortberg, John

God is Closer Than You
Think

Take a journey that will help you experience God's presence in the
DVD and Study
busy matrix of your life; hear God speak in ways you understand;
Guide
and discover God's desire to be with you in this moment. 6 sessions

SHARE

Ortberg, John

Farr too many of us have put our faith in a casual Christianity that
never compels us to leave our comfort zones. But, deep within our
If You Want to Walk On
hearts we know that Christ has not called us to comfort, but to an
Water, You Have To Get Out exciting, sacrificial and overwhelmingly fulfilling faith. In this study, Book/DVD/Guide
Of the Boat
Ortberg teaches us how to step out of the "boat" of casual
Christianity so that we can faithfully follow the Lord who is calling us
out onto the risky, exciting waters of the high seas. (6 sessions)

Ortberg, John

Ortberg, John

Ortberg, John

SHARE

The Life You've Always
Wanted

In the six-session small group Bible study, The Life You’ve Always
Wanted, John Ortberg guides you and your group through the
spiritual disciplines and teaches you how they can transform your
DVD and Study
spiritual life.If you’re tired of the status quo – if you suspect there’s
Guide
more to Christianity than what you’ve experienced – John Ortberg
invites you to join him on a road to transformation and spiritual vigor
that anyone can take.

SHARE

The Me I Want To Be

God wants you to become a new creation. But new doesn't mean
completely different; instead, it's like an old motorcycle that get
restored to its intended magnificence. The good news is that as God
DVD and Study
redeems you and restore you, you become more you. You become
Guide
more that person God had in mind when he first thought you up. God
is not interest in mass-producing you, but rather handcrafting you to
be his best version of you. 5 sessions

SHARE

Ortberg, John

Ortberg, John

Ortberg, John

Platt, David

Powell, Kara

Soul Keeping

John Ortberg helps Christians rediscover their soul - the best
connection to God there is - and find out why it's hurting and why
neglecting it has set so many believers back spiritually. Explore the
soul from the perspective of someone who has strugggled to
understand and care for his own soul. Ortberg highlights his
DVD and Study
relationship with Dallas Willard, a "professor of the soul," and what
Guide
he learned from this wise guide in the midst of his own struggles and
hardships. Ortberg shares his honest, funny, moving, insightful, and
tender journey with you so that you can better care for your own
soul. Your soul's resting place is in God, and John Orgberg wants to
take you to that home.

When the Game Is Over, It
All Goes Back In the Box

Using popular games as a metaphor for our temporal lives, this sixsession DVD study neatly sorts out what's fleeting and what's
permanent in God's kingdom. Being master of the board is not the
point; being rich toward God is. Winning the game of life on earth is
a temporary victory; loving God and other people with all our hearts
is an eternal one. This study pack includes the DVD with 6 video
sessions and one copy of the study guide.

Who Is This Man?

In this five-session DVD-based small group bible study, John
Ortberg reveals how Jesus made an inescapable influence on our
world and you will learn how you can make one too! Who Is This
Man? illustrates how Jesus’ influence has swept over history,
DVD and Study
bringing his inspiration to the evolution of art, science, government, Guide
medicine, and education. And how his vision for us to lead lives of
dignity, compassion, forgiveness, and hope continues to inspire and
challenge humanity today.

GROW

Radical

This book challenges you to consider with an open heart how we
have manipulated the gospel to fit our cultural preferences. He
Book, DVD and
shows what Jesus actually said about being his disciple-then invites Study Guide
you to believe and obey what you have heard.

SHARE

Sticky Faith

The Sticky Faith Parent Curriculum is a five session study that comes
from Kara Powell's desire to see her own kids emerge from
adolescence with their faith intact. Through personal, real-world
DVD and book
experiences of research and sharing this course presents powerful
strategies and practical ideas, enabling you to impart a deep and
lasting faith in your children.

CONNECT

DVD and Study
Guide

SHARE

CONNECT

Have you ever had a great relationship go bad or a bad relationship
that became even worse? What if there was a way to make all your
relationships get better in just a few simple steps? In this 4-part study DVD and Study
Clay Scroggins, a pastor at North Point Community Church,
Guide
suggests a secret to finding peace about difficult relationships even
when we can't find peace in those relationships.

Scroggins, Clay

Bad Blood

Sharp, Mary Jo

When it comes to talking about matters of Faith, how confident do
you feel? Do you wish expressing your beliefs about Jesus with
others was easier? This 7 session study will equip you to have
DVD and
WHY Do You Believe That? meaningful spiritual conversations. You'll gain skills to communicate
Workbook
more effectively, and you'll better understand your own faith. Answer
your doubt, build your confidence, and start changing lives-one
conversation at a time.

CONNECT

REACH

Anointed Transformed
Redeemed

These three women explored the life of David. Each segment
focuses on the life of David at a different stage of his life; as a young
man, as a middle-aged man and as a man facing the final third of his DVD-Led
life. You will laugh, cry, and learn to love God with them. (6
sessions)

GROW

Faithful Abundant True

This study explores God's faithfulness, abundance, and truth. You
will be challenged to use faith in difficult times, how to trust in God's
ability and finally how to discern truth from error in these difficult
days. (6 sessions)

DVD-Led

GROW

Shirer, Priscilla

He Speaks to Me

Do you want to develop a more intimate prayer life? Even more, do
you want to hear from God in practical ways? Based on the life of
Samuel and packed with practical examples from Shirer's own life,
this study speaks directly to the need to develop a richer prayer life
and a deeper, more intimate relationship with God. (7 sessions)

DVD and Study
Guide

GROW

Shirer, Priscilla

Jonah

Dive into this study of Jonah and discover that what you see as an
interruption may truly be God's divine invitation to a life so much
bigger than you can imagine.

DVD-Led

GROW

Shirer, Moore, Arthur

Shirer, Moore, Arthur

The Armor of God

All day, every day, an invisible war rages around you. A cunning,
devilish enemy seeks to wreak havoc on everything that matter to
you–your emotions, your mind, your family, your future. This study is DVD and Study
an action plan for putting on your armonr and developing a
Guide
personalized strategy to secure victory against the enemy. (7
sessions)

SHARE

Shirer, Priscilla

Breathe - Making Room for
Sabbath

You need some breathing room. With a jam-packed life, what's
missing is space–space for God to speak, room for you to hear. It's
DVD and Study
time to set aside the activities and busyness that swallows up rest
Guide
and peace. It's time for us to breathe and build margin into our lives.
(five sessions)

SHARE

Shirer, Priscilla

Having a hard time knowing what God is saying versus what others
are saying? This study is designed to help you know the voice of
Discerning the Voice of God God; His language, character, and tone of voice. By growing closer
to God through His Word, you will be able to discern God's voice
from the voice of strangers. (7 sessions)

Shirer, Priscilla

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

DVD and Study
Guide

SHARE

Ask It

In Ask It, Andy Stanley identifies the one question that makes it easy
to determine the answer to all other questions. You'll learn how to
DVD and Book
make decisions with confidence simply by applying the question that
brings clarity to life's most challenging decisions. (6 sessions)

SHARE

Balanced

Can you be unbalanced financially and still be a devoted follower of
Christ? What does it even mean to be financially balanced? In this 6part study, you ll be challenged to examine what you really believe
about finances and faith: What does the Bible say about money?
DVD and Study
Can you survive without debt? Are you content with what you have? Guide
Are you giving God your leftovers? This study is filled with insightful
perspectives and practical exercises to build a biblical foundation for
your finances.

SHARE

Breathing Room

Ever feel like you can't catch your breath?
Deadlines…traffic…bills…emails. Perharps you need some
breathing room. In our attempt to get the most of of life, its easy to
lose control of our lives. For most of us, breathing room feels like a DVD and guide
luxury than a necessity. In this seris, Andy Stanley shows us how to
create breathing room in our schedules, finances, and our
relationships. (4 sessions)

SHARE

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Christian

Andy explores the truth and fiction behind one of the most famous
brands in history. The words used to describe Christians today often
DVD-Led
bear no resemblance to what Jesus wanted his followers to be
known for. (8 sessions)

Community

In this eight-session study specifically designed for launching new
small groups well, you'll explore how building deep relationships
with the people in your group and serving in the larger community
around you will grow your faith. You'll learn why our unique stry
matters.. to God and to the people you do life with. (8 sessions)

DVD and Study
Guide

Defining Moments

Stanley examines several moments as depicted in the lives of
people from Scripture-the kinds of moments many of us will
experience in our lifetimes. And if you are willing to look at truth
honestly, these moments can change your life forever. (8 sessions)

Studyguide

Discovering God's Will

Determining God's will can be a dificult process. This series
describes how God uses other people and the principles of scripture
DVD-Led
to guide us as we attempt to discover the personal vision God has
for our lives. (4 sessions)

SHARE

Faith Hope and Luck

Our faith in God often hinges on his activity-or inactivity-in our daily
lives. When our prayers are answered, our faith soars. When God is
silent, it becomes harder to trust him. When God shows up in an
DVD and
umistakable way, our confidence in him reaches new heights. But
Studyguide
when he doesn't come through, our confidence often wanes. This
study is for everyone who desires to be an informed follower of
Christ. (5 sessions)

SHARE

Five Things God uses to
Grow your Faith

Imagine how different your outlook on life would be if you had
absolute confidence that God was with you. Imagine how differently
you would respond ot difficulties, temptations, and even good things
if you knew with certainty that God was in all of it and was planning DVD-Led
to leverage it for good. In other words, imagine what it would be like
to have perfect faith. In this study, Andy Stanley builds a biblical case
for five things God uses to grow BIG faith. (5 sessions)

GROW

SHARE

CONNECT

SHARE

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Follow

Do you ever feel like the Christian life is just a long game of "Jesus
Says"? Jesus says pray. Jesus says give. Jesus says go to church.
In this 8-session study, pastor Andy Stanley shows you that Jesus'
invitation to his first-century audience was really an invitation to
relationship. And it began with a simple request - follow me. Join
this transformational journey through the Gospels as Andy traces
Jesus' teaching on what it means to follow–and prepare to see your
faith radically changed. (8 sessions)

DVD and Study
Guide

GROW

Free

Here are two Bible verses EVERYBODY can relate to: “I do not
understand what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I
hate, I do. …For I have the desire to do what is good, but I cannot
carry it out” Romans 7:15, 18 (NIV).
Can I get an “Amen”? Perhaps a “Been there, done that”?
So what do you do when you just can’t seem to do what you know
you ought to do? Fortunately, the gentleman who described the
problem provided the answer. In this series, Andy Stanley walks us
through some of the most complex, life-changing verses in the New
Testament. (4 sessions)

DVD and study
questions

GROW

Future Family

Family. We have one. While some of us love our "growing up" years,
others of us couldn't wait to move out and start fresh. Either way, we
want our Future Family to be a step up from our families of origin.
DVD and Study
Most of us want something better for our children. Whether you're
Guide
starting a new family, leaving an old one, or wondering if it's worth
the effort at all – this 6-part message series will provide you with
direction and hope! (6 sessions)

Go Fish

People love to tell fishing stories about their fishing adventures.
When it comes to faith, however, most people clam up. Why can't we
talk about what God has done in our lives? Andy explores the
DVD-Led
motivation behind sharing your faith and how it can become a
natural part of your life. (6 sessions)

REACH

Guardrails

Ever wonder what it wold be like to have guardrails in other areas of
your life-areas where culture baits you to the edge of disaster and
then chastises you when you step across the line? Your friendships, Studyguide
finances, marriage. Maybe your greatest regret could have been
avoided if you had established guardrails. (6sessions)

SHARE

CONNECT

Heroes

Heroes-We all have them. There is something in each of us that is
drawn to the Hero. Each of us will have the opportunity, a defining
moment in our lives when we will be called upon to act heroically on DVD-Led
behalf of someone else. Will you be ready? Will you be a Hero?
Learn what it takes to be a Hero. (4 sessions)

SHARE

In the Meantime

What do you do when there's nothing you can do? What do you do
when there's no way forward and there's no way out? In this 6-part
study, Andy Stanley answers the question, "What do I do in the
meantime ?" (6 sessions)

DVD and Study
Guide

SHARE

iMarriage

Standing at the alter, we all had a picture of what our marriage
would look like. The problem is this picture of marriage results in
expectations that we unload on our spouse. The weight of these
expectations will rob your marriage of love and joy. (6 sessions)

DVD-Led

Irresistible

What made the first-century Christians' message os compelling, do
defensible, so irresistible? What did they know that we don't? Buckle
up… you're about to find out. Pastor and author Andy Stanley invites
you to embrace the version of faith that, against all odds, initiated a DVD and Study
chain of events resulting in the most significant and extensive
Guide
cultural transformation the world has ever seen. A version we must
embrace if we are to be salt and light in an increasingly savorless
and dark world.

GROW

Stanley, Andy

It's Personal

This series is directed to people who desire a personal connection
with God but who have genuine questions, doubts, and concerns. If
there are obstacles that make it difficult for you to embrace the
messsage of Jesus, or if circumstances have derailed your
confidence in God, you make walk away with the feeling that this
series was designed for you. (4 sessions)

REACH

Stanley, Andy

Life Rules

Andy Stanley clearly explains God's basic set of life rules, which,
when lived, hold the power to improve your current relationships and DVD-Led
mend hurting ones. (6 sessions)

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

DVD-Led

CONNECT

CONNECT

Stanley, Andy

Losing Your Religion

What religion is powerless to do, God did! But religion isn't going
away. Since the beginning of time, men and women have
established elaborate rituals and tradition in an attempt to bridge the DVD and study
gap between the seen and the unseen; between the sacred and the questions
secular. In this 4-part mesage series, Andy Stanley explains how the
massage of Christ serves as the fulfillment of religion. (4 sessions)

Stanley, Andy

On Location

If there was hope then, there is certainly hope now. Andy Stanley
unpacks what it means to be salt and light on location; where we
live, work, and play. (4 sessions)

Parental Guidance
Required

Of all the assignments God will give you during your time on earth,
none may be more sacred than the task of raising your children. This
six-part series is designed to give you the counsel you need to help
DVD and Study
prepare your children for the future. Parental Guidance Required is
Guide
a practical resource that will encourage you to look at the
relationships in your children's lives and ask the important
questions.

CONNECT

Stanley, Andy

Prepared

Somebody makes a derogatory comment about faith, the Bible, or
Christianity. You know you should say something. But what? What
do you say when there's little time and even less interest? In this 3- DVD and Study
part series, Andy Stanley prepares believers to respond quickly and Guide
respectfully to any queston regarding faith, the Bible, and
Christianity.

REACH

Stanley, Andy

This is an insightful guide for any leader who yearns for a simpler,
Seven Practices of Effective more effective approach to ministry. Here are seven strategic
Ministry
principles that when put into play will bring focus and clarity to
everything you do and turn your ministry into a winning team.

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Staying in Love

We all know what's requied to fall in love...a pulse. Falling in love is
easy, but staying there, that's something else entirely. With more
than a thousand matchmaking services available today and new
ones springing up all the time, finding a romantic match can be
easier than ever. But staying in love with the one you have found
seems to be the real challenge.

DVD-Led

GROW

REACH

Book

CONNECT

DVD and guide

CONNECT

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

Right In The Eye

"It's my life. I can do what I want, when I want, with whom I want...as
long as nobody gets hurt." It didn't work for ancient Israel. It isn't
working for modern America. In this provocative 6-part series, Andy
Stanley plunges viewers into the moral mayhem depicted in the
book of Judges. Andy presents these disturbing biblical narratives
as a filter through which to view and evaluate our own 21st century
culture.

DVD and Study
Guide

REACH

Starting Point

Starting Point is a 10 week study designed for those who are curious
Audio Led with
about the Bible, for those who are new to a relationship with Jesus
Conversation
Christ and those who have some church experience, but have been
Guide
away for a while.

REACH

Taking Care of Business

Work. For most people, it's a necessity. For some, it's a passion. And
for others, it's a four letter word to be avoided as much as possible.
But for all of us, only one perspective on work really matters: God's. DVD and Study
In this six-part series, Andy addresses specific problem areas we're Guide
all familiar with–from dealing with coworkers and superiors while
exemplifying Christ, to balancing our work and home life.

REACH

Taking Responsibility for
Your Life

Responsibilities. We all have them. But we don't all them them as
seriously as we ought to. Wouldn't it be great, though, if we all took
responsibiltiy for the things we are responsible for? It's time to stop
DVD and Study
finger-pointing and excuse-making and to remove the "ir"in
Guide
"irresponsible." In this four-session, video-based study, Andy Stanley
show you how to take authentic responisibiltiy for the things in your
life.

SHARE

Twisting the Truth

The most dangerous lies are the ones you never notice. They can
twist your thinking in ways you'd never expect and leave you with a
DVD and Study
life you never imagined. Your ability to recognize them can mean the
Guide
difference between happiness and the loss of all you hold dear. (6
sessions)

SHARE

Stanley, Andy

Stanley, Andy

What Makes You Happy

Who Needs God

For many, happinessis measured in moments. Experiences. It's
elusive. Unsustainable. What about you? Are you happy? In this sixpart study, Andy Stanley reveals what makes you happy. He
DVD and Study
explores the three things all happy people have in common. Then
Guide
he goes on to describe how these three things can be realities for
you as well. So get ready. You are about to discover what makes
you happy. (6 sessions)
People are migrating away from religion at an unprecedented
rate–Christianity in particular. Once upon a time, people believed
religion offered solutions. Today, many people view religion as the
problem. In this 6-part series, Andy Stanley addresses this tension
and sets a foundation for faith that will stand up to the rigors of the
real world.

DVD and Study
Guide

Stanley, Andy

Why Worry

In Why Worry, Andy Stanley explores what Jesus had to say about
this important topic. In this three-part series, you will discover where
DVD Led
worry comes from, why it's so difficult to overcome, and what you can
do to conquer it.

Stanley, Andy

Your Move

In this four-session group study, Andy Stanley offers four powerful
questions that will help you determine your best move when facing
never anticipated decisions.

Stanley, Andy and Bill
Willits

Creating Community: 5
Keys to Building a Small
Group Culture

Imagine a network of small groups that actually multiply every 12 to
24 months. Imagine a network of small groups led by men and
women who truly understand their role as shepherd and facilitator. Book
Imagine a church model that quickly integrates nearly every member
into a dynamic small group.

Game Plan

Discovering God's plan for your life can be frustrating. Some have
described it as the most challenging experience of the Christian life.
But it shouldn't be. It doesn't have to be. After all, God is the
DVD and study
preeminent communicator. He created communication. And as our
questions
heavenly Father, he wants you to know his will for your life. This 6part series explains, in the most practical ways imaginable, how to
discover and embrace God's game plan for your life.

Stanley, Andy and Jeff
Henderson

DVD and guide

GROW

REACH

SHARE

SHARE
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SHARE

The Case for Faith

In The Case for Faith, Strobel turns his skills to the most persistant
emotional objections to belief. The Case for Faith is for those who
may be feeling attracted to Jesus but who are faced with intellectual
Book
barriers standing squarely in their path. For Christians, it will deepen
their convictions and give them fresh confidence in discussing
Christianity with even their most skeptic friends.

REACH

Strobel, Lee

The Case for Christ

Retracing his own spiritual journey from atheism to faith, Lee Strobel
cross examines a dozen experts who are recognized experts in their
Book
fields about the credibility that Jesus is really the son of God. It is a
riveting quest for the truth about history's most compelling figure.

REACH

Strobel, Lee and Gary
Poole

This guide will explore: who killed Jesus, what crime did Jesus
Experiencing the Passion of commit, did it really happen like that, why did Jesus suffer and die,
Jesus
what did the resurrection accomplish and how is this story relevant
to me?

Strobel, Lee

Book/Studyguide

REACH

Summer, Andrea and
Sarah Jackson

Greater Love

In a world where friending and unfriending is a simple as the click of
a button… we need sacred friendship. This isn't a trendy new sport
for the extrovert. Rather, this ancient spiritual practice has its origins
DVD and Study
in the Old Testament, and its roots in early monastic writings. This
Guide
study takes a magnifying glass to Jesus' words in John 15, where
Jesus tells his dearest friends, "Greater love has no one than this:
than to lay down one's life for one's friends." Six sessions for women.

TerKeurst, Lysa

It's Not Supposed To Be
This Way

What do you do when your reality is so different from the vision you
had for yourself. In this 6-session Bible study with Lysa TerKeurst,
she offers fresh biblical insight to get you through painful situations,
and life-giving perspectives for living in between Eden and eternity.

DVD and Study
Guide

GROW

TerKeurst, Lysa

In this six-session video Bible study bestselling author Lysa
Uninvited: Living Loved
TerKeurst helps women to explore the roots of rejection; the lies we DVD and Study
When You Feel Less Than,
believe as a result; and the truth about who God is, who we are, and Guide
Left Out and Lonely
what it looks like to live loved. (6 sessions)

GROW

GROW

Thomas, Angela

Living Your Life As A
Beautiful Offering

In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus gives us His compassionate
instruction for everyday living and then wraps His teaching with the
promise of His blessings. "Jesus wants us to learn to live in a way
DVD-Led
that reflects the kingdom of God to the world, to live as a woman with
a kingdom heart," writes Angela. (6 sessions)

Towner, Dick

Good $ense

This resource gives you practical tools to address the challenging
topic of finances in a grace-filled, life-giving way-a way that makes
"Good Sense."

Making Small Group Work

This shows group leaders how to lead the kinds of groups that
realize their full, life changing potential. Whether the group is a
Bible study, support group, or a group designed for a specific area of Book
life, you will learn skills and biblical processes that can help your
people grow together.

Cultures In Conflict

The culture in Corinth conflicted greatly with the lifestyle that the
Apostle Paul proclaimed to those who chose to follow Jesus. In the
DVD and Study
same way, the church today is called to proclaim the gospel in every
Guide
environment, showing the world what it looks like when we give our
lives to Jesus. Filmed on location in Israel and Greece. 5 sesions

REACH

The Early Church

For Christians today, faith in God can sometimes seem to be a
cerebral choice. For the early church, it was the difference between
life and death. Discover the passion and commitment early believers DVD and Study
displayed as they claimed Jesus in the face of fierce consequences Guide
and powerful adversaries. Filmed on location with Ray Vander Laan
in biblically significant sights. (5 sessions)

CONNECT

Israel's Mission

God gave the assignment to His people thousands of years ago: to
bring "lost sheep" back into the love and safety of His kingdom. He
said to become a "Kingdom of Priests," and put God on display to
show the world what He is like. It's still our task today. In this five part DVD and Study
series, you'll glimpse the urgency and rewards of welcoming the
Guide
strangers and prodigals the Lord longs to embrace. Discover the
mission that can give your life - and the lives of those around you greater meaning than you ever imagined.

REACH

Townsend, John

Vander Laan, Ray

Vander Laan, Ray

Vander Laan, Ray

Video and Guide

SHARE

SHARE

CONNECT

Vander Laan, Ray

The Life & Ministry of the
Messiah

Historian and teacher Ray Vander Laan illustrates how Jesus' call to
follow him turned the world upside down. Journey back to the time of
Jesus, marvel at the magnificence of Herod's palace, scramble
DVD and Study
among the ruins of Qumran, and wonder at the simplicity and
Guide
wisdom of Jesus' parables. Discover how the events of Jesus' day
impacted his life and ministry - and how it affects yours today. (8
sessions)

GROW

Vander Laan, Ray

Historian and teacher Ray Vander Laan teaches how confronting
evil can be loudly proclaiming the name of Jesus or quietly caring for
The Death & Resurrection of someone in need. Filmed on location in Israel, this video series
DVD and Study
the Messiah
weaves together the Bible's fascinating historical, cultural, religious, Guide
and geographic contexts revealing Scripture's significance to
modern believers. (10 sessions)

GROW

Vander Laan, Ray

The Mission of Jesus

Enter the chaos. In John 17:26 Jesus says: "I made know your name
to them and I will continue to make it know…" In this five part study,
you'll deepen your understanding of this passionate revelation to a DVD and Study
broken world God longs to redeem. Discover how Jesus trimphantly Guide
made God's presence known on Earth, and how he asks you to do
the same–bringing God's shalom to the chaos of others.

GROW

God Heard Their Cry

Discover how God answered the cry of the enslaved people of Isreal
after 400 years in Egypt-and revealed himself as Lord to them and
DVD-Led
their oppressors. Follow along with the author on location in Egypt
as he details a fascinating five-part story.

GROW

Warren, Rick

God's Answers to Life's
Difficult Questions

Warren takes you inside the Bible to discover answers to six of life's
toughest questions. Drawing from the examples of different biblical
characters who faced the same issures. Warren offers practical
insights you can understand and apply in order to move past
everyday struggles and experience a life of purpose, peace and
significance.

GROW

Warren, Rick

The Passion

Warren hopes this study will stir something inside of you as well at a
Study Guide
very profound level.

GROW

40 Days in the Word

40 Days in the Word is a journey of eternal significance as you and
your group learn how to be not only "hearers" of the Word, but also DVD and Study
"doers" of God's Word. Each session is geared toward teaching your Guide
group the devotional method of Bible study. (6 sessions)

SHARE

Vander Laan, Ray

Warren, Rick

DVD-Guide

Warren, Rick

The Daniel Plan

God's prescription for your health

DVD

SHARE

Warren, Rick

Life Management

How you see your life will shape your life. Your perspective will
influence how you invest your time, spend your money, use your
talents, value your relationships, and even face hardships. You will
learn to see your life from God's point of view.

DVD

SHARE

Warren, Rick

The Purpose Driven Life

Warren will help you discover the answer to life's fundamental
question: "What on earth am I here for?

DVD-Led with
Book

SHARE

Women Doing Well

Extravagant God

In the groundbreaking of Christian women and giving, Women
Doing Well discovered three important attributes of women who
were living generously and joyfully. These attributes parallel women
from Jesus' time who courageously said "yes" to God and thus made Book and online
a difference in the course of history. Extravagant God illuminates a
videos
path for women who want to give wisely. Through six guided
conversations, you can explore your purpose, ignite your passion,
and begin to initiate a plan to make a difference.

SHARE

Women of Faith

Experiencing Spititual
Intimacy

This study will open your eyes to the Spirits role in our lives. He
know us in intimate ways. So dive in. Get to know Him!

Study Guide

GROW

Women of Faith

Contagious Joy

When joy flows out of our hearts into our lives, it catches the
attention of those around us. Joy is infectious, transmittable,
spreadable, and catchging!

Study Guide

SHARE

Women of Faith

Living Above Worry and
Stress

Take time to explore your Bible and find some practical guidelins for
Study Guide
laying aside fears, wories and stress and discover a place of peace!

SHARE

Women of Faith

Living in Jesus

Discover that the Chrisitan life is vibrant, mysterious and beautiful.
In a word-sensational!

SHARE

Women of Faith

We will go from the prison of sin in to the freedom and hope that are
Receiving God's Goodness ours through the amazing grace of God. We don't deserve God's
Study Guide
goodness, and yet He extends it to us. All we do is receive it!

Wright, N.T.

Matthew

Through 25 studies you will see firsthand account of Jesus as
Messiah. Teacher and Son of Man, giving his life for us all.

Study Guide

SHARE

GROW

Only Everything

Bill Wrobleski offers a new perspective on Jesu's command to love
God. He shows that not only did Jesus command us to love God, but
he also provided a framework for developing that love. Wrobleski
Study Guide
shows tht Jesus's words provide us helpful and practical advice on
how to prepare ourselves for a loving relationship with God.

GROW

The Bible Jesus Read

Explore these sometimes shocking, often cryptic divine wirings. You
will come to know God more intimately, anticipate Jesus more
VHs-Led/Guide
fervently, and find a wonderful, wise companion for your faith
journey.

GROW

Yancey,Philip

Prayer: Does It Make a
Difference?

In six thought-provoking and inspiring sessions, award-winning
author Philip Yancey helps you and your group explore and
experience the very heartbeat—the most fundamental, challenging, DVD and Study
perplexing, and deeply rewarding aspect—of our relationship with
Guide
God: prayer. What is prayer? How does it work? And more
importantly, does it work? (6 sessions)

GROW

Young, Ed

"I Don't" Married

In this message series on contemporary relationships, Young
considers the things we don't do before and after marriage that make DVD-Led
al the difference in the lasting impact of the marital vows.

Wrobleski, Bill

Yancey,Philip

CONNECT

